Sweet Adelines Stories:
The First Sweet Adelines in the Nordic Countries
I would like to share my history with Sweet Adelines and attach two Swedish newspaper
clippings from 1976 and 1977. I was one of 17 who started singing barbershop with Sweet
Adelines in Sweden. Telge Chapter received its charter at the Royal Albert Hall in London in
1977. What a thrill! The audience went nuts when we came on stage and sang!!!
Our family moved to Canada in 1980 and I joined Mississauga City Sweet Adelines right away.
My riser buddy’s husband sang men’s barbershop and got my husband hooked on barbershop
as well. One of the many highlights of the Mississauga 100+ member chorus was our
appearance dressed as penguins at the Region 16 Contest in 1981 where we won 3rd Place.
I now proudly sing with the Barrie Soundwaves Chorus in Region 16, under the direction of my
very talented husband, Jan-Ake Westin.
– Barbro Westin

Translation of Swedish article from 1977 (Article on page 5).
Sweet Adelines Huge Success in London!
The audience at Royal Albert Hall in London is ecstatic, standing ovations and thunderous applause
for 22 women from Södertälje with tears of joy streaming down their faces. The last time Swedish
singers performed at the Royal Albert Hall was ABBA, earlier in the same year. But this evening
(October 31, 1977) was all about Sweet Adelines from Södertälje.
“It was a fantastic week” says Maria Ovesson, president of the group. “First and foremost, to sing in
Royal Albert Hall, and then meeting singers singing the same type of music as we do. It was just like
one big sisterhood”.
Almost all members of the local Sweet Adelines (Telge Chapter) gathered at Maria’s house on a
Thursday evening after they came back from London and “taking it all in”. They listened to their
performance on tape and remembered the feeling of being on stage performing for thousands of
barbershop singers from countries around the world. Endless hours of rehearsals and fine tuning
culminated in a few unforgettable minutes. The relief and excitement – a SUCCESS!
Telge Pretzels
The Sweet Adeline chorus from Södertälje was the first non-English speaking chorus to be part of
this organisation. They were the smallest chorus performing, but still had the sound as many
American choruses of up to 110 members.
There are many highlights from this week, but what really stands out is the Thursday morning at the
Tara hotel in Kensington, where “Cedar Rapsodies” stayed. Inger Lindstrand, the director of the
chorus from Södertälje, became hooked on barbershop when she lived in Cedar Rapids, USA, for a
year. On Thursday morning (October 31), “Cedar Rapsodies” invited the Swedish chorus to come to
their rehearsal prior to competition. They sang for each other and the American ladies received a
ceramic brooch in the shape of a “pretzel”. They learned the Swedish way of “crossing your fingers”
is “holding your thumb”. At the evening’s performance they see the Americans coming on stage
with the “Pretzel Brooch” and “holding their thumbs”. Cedar Rapsodies placed eight in the contest
of twenty competing choruses. The brooches became a good luck charm!
Pretzel Brooch from Södertälje

“Holding thumb” and “Fingers crossed”

Another event: Pub Music Hall like the good old days! Seven Sweet Adelines from Södertälje could
not sit quietly during the break at the pub, but started to sing. The emcee came up to them and
said: “Would you like to sing something?”. We don’t have much time but… feel free to come up on
stage! Success!

Next year (1978) the big convention is in Los Angeles, far away from Södertälje and very expensive
to travel. Right now, the group is content just resting both voices and nerves.
“We have only worked towards this for a year” says Berit Olofsson, secretary of the Telge Chapter.
“Right now, we only want to sing and have fun”. No matter how tired their voices are, it did not take
long until someone said, “we have to sing”! This time it was Sweet Adelines theme song “Harmonize
the World”. Someone says: “Do you remember when we stood outside Royal Albert Hall on Monday
morning and sang this song with five thousand other barbershoppers…”. Yes, of course they
remembered.

